It Takes One to Tango- Couples Therapy with Individuals

Couples Therapy Myths

Couples therapy means that you work with both spouses
Couples need to process their feelings and problems together
You can’t improve a relationship if you work with one partner

Benefits of Working with One Partner

ends the blame game
builds rapport
avoids the ping pong effect

The Seven-Step Program for Working with Individuals

1. Ask about solution-oriented goals
   “What are you hoping to change about your relationship?”
   “How would you like your partner to be treating you differently?”
2. Listen to the problem from your client’s perspective and acknowledge his or her feelings.
3. Identify the problem from the partner’s perspective
   (Make sure your client knows that you understand that his partner’s assessment isn’t necessarily “correct.”) “If your partner were here now, how would he describe the problem?”
4. Identify what your client has been doing to improve things. “What have you been doing to solve this problem?”
5. Identify what’s working or what has worked in the past, even a little.
   “What works, even a little?” “Would your spouse agree that things are better when that happens?”
6. Identify what’s not working. (More of the same) “What have you been doing that hasn’t worked so well?” “If your partner were here now, how would he say you’ve been handling things so far?” “What would your partner say that you do that drives him nuts?”
7. Brainstorm alternatives. “Have you had any zany ideas about what you could do differently?”
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Affairs: A Step-By-Step Approach to Helping Couples Recover

Thoughts on healing
Affairs are bad for marriages
Universal rules don’t work very well
Healing takes time and it’s not a straight line
Spending time together helps. Affection helps.
Balance between discussing the affair and putting it in the past is necessary.
Don’t throw in the clinical towel

Tasks for the betrayed person
Express anger/rage/hurt
Ask for details
Ask for reassurances without accusing
Identify what might help and ask for it
Identify areas of marriage needing improvement
Learn how to thought-stop
Learn ways to get back on track
Forgive

Tasks for the unfaithful person
End the affair
Show remorse
Demonstrate real empathy
Share details
Expect ups and downs
Be patient
Be willing to do what it takes to reassure your partner
Examine personal reasons the affair occurred
Identify areas of marriage needing improvement
Commit to and promise change
Learn ways to get back on track

When s/he won’t end the affair
Last resort technique

When s/he ends the affair
Lingering feelings are normal
Latent anger might surface
The Last Resort Technique

“Relationships are like see-saws. The more one person does, the less the other person will do.”
  Pursuit-withdrawal pattern

Last Resort Technique strategies
  Stop the chase
  Do not initiate any contact (unless child-oriented)
  Be friendly but brief if contacting
  Be unpredictable
  Be upbeat
  Stop saying, “I love you”
  Quit convincing spouse the marriage has been good or can get better
  No relationship talk
  No requests for reassurance
  No resistance to negative comments
  Get a life

Advanced Divorce Busting Intensive Workshop - May 19-21, 2011 - Boulder, Colorado

I invite you to join me for this 3-Day Advanced Divorce Busting® Intensive. This is my favorite workshop- three full days of hands-on information about helping couples rebound from the brink of divorce, tons of video examples and experiential exercises. Small group, Boulder, Colorado, dinner together, getting to know other marriage-saving kindred spirits . . . what could be better?

In the last few years, I have developed a new model for working with couples experiencing very challenging problems. I’ve learned that generic marriage-strengthening tools often don’t work with couples on the brink of divorce who feel hopeless. The Divorce Busting® approach quickly restores hope by reaching into couples hearts and helping them believe that good marriages are possible. It is only then that they become receptive to doing what it takes to get their marriages back on track. Divorce Busting® therapy is a solution-based, biased model that intentionally accesses couples’ marriage-saving, family-preserving values and commitments in order to stack the deck in favor of the marriage. Register by January 30th and save $200.

For more information or to register call 303-444-7004 or 800-664-2435 or email virginia@divorcebusting.com